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Let's imagine there were no qualitative differences between species. Why do cod love to swim as
a group in the deep, ice-cold water of the North Atlantic and why do lizards love to sunbathe alone
on a dry rock? If we switched their biotopes, both species would die miserably within minutes.
For Chapman & Huffman (2018) (C & H), this would be the consequence of just quantitative
differences: “just as there are differences (and similarities) between any two species, any two
cultures, or even any two individuals.” Can we really understand the wonderful diversity of nature
with such categories?
Hegel (2010) and later Engels (1934, 1940) developed the dialectical principle of the
transition from quantity to quality and vice versa. A torn hair does not make a bald head, but
many torn hairs do. The change from quantity to quality is somewhere in between. On the
evolutionary path from monkey to primate to Homo sapiens, there are many small steps that
eventually lead to qualitative differences (Iotchev & Costa, 2019). It is a new quality that has
enabled Homo sapiens to make our planet increasingly customized for our own species’ use,
deforming it for other species. Transition from quantity to quality is not a moral category from
worse to better, worthless to valuable.
C & H suggest that the use of tools would not be an example of a qualitative difference.
Goodall (1964) was the first to describe how chimpanzees use branches as utensils. Today we
know many more species use something like tools (Hall & Schaller, 1964; Hart & Hart, 1994). But
what non-human animal produces millions of cars and ships that change the whole image of
nature. Using a simple branch that lies nearby does not have the same quality. Somewhere there
must have been a leap from quantity to quality in using and making tools.
Since Homo erectus, all human beings have walked upright (Bennett et al., 2009), leaving
their hands free. They produced stone tools such as hand axes or wooden ones like spears. These
tools were manufactured in an elaborate process, independent of their direct application. The
production technique is not simple. I think most people today would fail in manufacturing a hand
axe from a flint stone. But one thing we still master today, and better than ever: in all cases, the
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purpose of the production is represented in advance in our human brain. The benefit is not
immediate. It is thus that we work for money. We cannot eat money, yet it determines our
motivation and much of our thinking as well. We have not yet seen this feature invented and used
spontaneously in non-human animals (although an approximation can be induced by training)
(Sousa & Matsuzawa, 2001)
The recognition of qualitative differences between species does not necessarily imply a
moral order of precedence. Homo sapiens is unique but not superior to the others. Actually, we
are ignorant and stupid, surely never a divine image. The axiom that man was born as sovereign
of the world, that humans are made in the image of a god and given dominion over “lower
creatures” (Genesis) is simply a human-made ideology. This ideology is ultimately directed against
humankind itself. We need nature existentially. Nature does not need the newcomer, Homo
sapiens. We would do very well to become humble and understand ourselves as a small part of a
great nature, as our ancestors did in the Stone Age and likely millennia before (Ehmer, 1994).
At the same time, we should take responsibility — the special responsibility that is rooted
in our special abilities to shape the earth through our unique qualities and our unique power as a
worldwide human community. We have superior skills in thinking and building machines. As
human beings, we only have a future if we treat the non-human living beings as companions with
respect and real care. I hope that our “superior quality” will be strong enough, to provide a future
for our children and that necessarily means exactly the same livable future for all animals —
human or non-human — and the whole of nature as well. We have only one future: together.
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